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PERSPECTIVE

Recent advances in artificial biology have greatly expanded 
the capability to enhance pathway performance and cellular 
composition. The design, use, and importation of created genetic 
management parts, optimized genes, and useful genetic circuits are 
often wanted to modulate the performance of metabolic pathways. 
The modularity and hierarchy of elements, devices, systems, 
and chassis give a framework for learning and dominant cellular 
functions. Moreover, artificial biology provides associate degree 
interface wherever macromolecule engineering, directed evolution, 
DNA synthesis, and in silico style will direct the sphere of metabolic 
engineering. Several of those advances area unit influencing 
however scientists and engineers read and perturb cellular systems. 
May be the preponderating application of those tools is within the 
arena of microorganism biotechnology wherever the overarching 
goal is to wire cellular systems for organic chemistry production. 
This task is kind of advanced given the quality and inhumes 
connectedness of metabolism and regulation. Artificial biology 
approaches give the way to each intervene in similarly as bypass 
cellular complexities. This special issue contains six review articles 
that high- light-weight 2 major aspects of artificial biology: general 
style principles and modelling of artificial biology and applications 
of artificial biology to organic chemistry and biofuels production. 
The articles area unit ordered supported these 2 areas. Within the 
first-class, review articles describe the fundamental paradigm of 
artificial biology and embody the look and modelling of systems.

Paper discusses the areas of artificial biology inside a method 
engineering paradigm, through a three-tiered model that uses the 
central dogma of biology as a pivot. The primary tier includes the 
units of the central dogma and also the doable flows between them 
(DNA, transcription, RNA, translation, and protein), the second 
tier includes intrinsic interactions between these units by means that 
of restrictive mechanisms, and also the third tier includes external 
or environmental influences on the units. This conceptualization 
permits engineering approaches in artificial biology to be 
classified by those elements they influence. The authors give many 
examples for example however artificial biology approaches are 
often combined toward realizing the goal of integrative artificial 
biology that the authors exemplify with 2 examples from the 
literature. Within the second article, Fritz et al. discuss a “biology 

by design” paradigm that involves the conceptualization, design, 
and construction of an artificial biological system, followed by the 
expectation that the system can perform as desired. Surmounting 
the challenges on the way to the current bold objective would 
require responsive many “top-down” and “bottom-up” style 
queries. Bottom-up queries relate to the elements and modules of 
the artificial biological system similarly as their characterization 
and assembly in isolation, whereas top-down queries concentrate 
on fascinating and undesirable interactions between the artificial 
system and its biological context. This general framework is often 
applied to issues of skyrocketing biological sophistication, starting 
from the engineering of novel polymers, metabolic networks, and 
cellular devices. 

The authors illustrate the applications of those ideas to a few areas: 
organic chemistry transformations, cellular devices, and therapies 
similarly as engineering the chemistry of life. The third paper 
highlights however mathematical models will predict the dynamics 
of a network beneath completely different conditions. This paper 
provides elaborate insights into mathematical modelling ideas 
and methodologies as relevant to artificial biology. Any model is 
developed on the idea of sure assumptions concerning the system 
beneath investigation as mentioned by the authors. The paper 
introduces the 2 broad varieties of modelling frameworks: settled 
and random modelling. The importance of parameter estimation 
and optimisation in modelling is emphasised. Additionally, 
mathematical techniques won’t to analyze a model like sensitivity 
analysis and bifurcation analysis area unit given. The authors 
discuss the role of modelling in composition analysis and conclude 
with 3 in-depth case studies concerning mathematical modelling in 
the framework of artificial biology.

The second category of articles highlights examples and applications 
of artificial biology for improved biofuels and biochemical 
production. Review progress in up microorganism production 
of renewable liquid fuels and also the distinctive role of artificial 
biology in advancing these efforts. The fuel challenges facing 
society area unit initial highlighted. They then give associate degree 
summary of analysis for the assembly of fermentative alcohols, 
no fermentative higher alcohols, Isoprenoids, and fatty acids. 
The importance of photosynthetic organisms in biofuels analysis 
is additionally mentioned, and also the reliance on artificial 
biology tools to enhance productivities and titters is emphasised. 
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Next review the combined use of artificial biology tools with 
ancient metabolic engineering methods for planning and up 
microorganism production of chemicals from renewable resources. 
They begin with a summary of technologies and tools out there 
for catalyst design. They next describe strain engineering examples 
within which existing pathways were changed for the production of 
assorted chemicals (e.g., succinate and D-lactate). These examples 
area unit contrasted with strain re-design via the introduction 
of foreign or non-natural genes and pathways for production of 
compounds like L-alanine and xylitol. The latter situation includes 

the employment of enzymes that are designed to possess unnatural 
activities.

The impact of artificial biology on engineering microorganism 
metabolism, recent progress and current challenges in applying 
artificial biology to metabolic engineering. Above all, the authors 
individually concentrate on every of the four advancement steps, 
design, modelling, synthesis, and analysis, and distinguish between 
elements (individual useful units) and pathways (part-based 
systems) for every single level.




